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                \begin{document}$$\bar{K}^0$$\end{document}$ mixings, have been vital in constraining the Standard Model (SM) and in the search for new physics (NP) \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. However, theoretical uncertainties related to the hadronic matrix elements entering these transitions and their large sensitivity to the CKM parameters so far precluded clear cut conclusions about the presence of new physics (NP).
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                \begin{document}$$S_{\psi \phi }$$\end{document}$ the corresponding mixing induced CP-asymmetries. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S_{\psi \phi }$$\end{document}$ are less precisely measured but have the advantage of being subject to only very small hadronic uncertainties. We do not include $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta M_K$$\end{document}$ in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) as it is subject to much larger theoretical uncertainties than the five observables in question.
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ being one of the angles of the unitarity triangle (UT). These three parameters can be determined from tree-level decays that are subject to only very small NP contributions. However, the tensions between inclusive and exclusive determinations of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The important virtue of this determination is its universality within CMFV models. In the case of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The recent results in ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) have a profound impact on the determination of the UUT. The UUT can be determined very precisely from the measured values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In view of the new lattice results, in this paper we take another look at CMFV models. Having more precise values for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It should be mentioned that Fermilab-MILC identified a significant tension between their results for the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our paper is organised as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we determine first the UUT as outlined above, that in 2016 is significantly better known than in 2006 \[[@CR25]\] and in particular in 2000, when the UUT was first suggested \[[@CR23]\]. Subsequently we execute the strategies $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Deriving the UUT and the CKM {#Sec2}
============================

Determination of the UUT {#Sec3}
------------------------

We begin with the determination of the UUT. For the mass differences in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Implications for rare *K* and *B* decays in the SM {#Sec6}
==================================================
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Beyond CMFV {#Sec7}
===========

Our analysis of CMFV models signals the violation of flavour universality in the function *S*(*v*), signalling the presence of new sources of flavour and CP-violation and/or new operators contributing to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Here we would like to discuss only the models with a minimally broken $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Concerning more complicated models like the Littlest Higgs model with T-parity \[[@CR66], [@CR67]\] or 331 models \[[@CR68]\], it is clear that the new lattice data have an impact on the allowed ranges of new parameters. However, such a study is beyond the scope of our paper.

Conclusions {#Sec8}
===========

In this paper we have determined the Universal Unitarity Triangle (UUT) of constrained minimal flavour violation (CMFV) models. We then derived the full CKM matrix, using either the experimental value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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